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ABSTRACT

An improved derivative thermometric titration apparatus designed around operational amplifiers 
is described which is capable of monitoring the small temperature change and of computing the 
derivatives for accentuation of the titration end point that is difficult to locate by extrapolation 
methods. The instrument is constructed of four commercial operational amplifiers. A use of 
dummy cell provides the subtraction means for compensation of the initial temperature and 
random temperature fluctuations with a resultant gain in signal-to-noise ratio. The successive 
differentiation action of the computer has been nearly "perfect,” so that the two breaks (blank 
or starting and end point) of the titration curve can be located with the precision of 0.2% by
observing two peak points on the second derivative curve. Arrangements useful in obtaining 
such a good derivative response that is exactly proportional to the input signal are discussed. Plots 
of the enthalphogram and its derivatives are presented, with the results of several titrations 
used to evaluate the performance of the apparatus.

INTRODUCTION

Many recent uses and advantages of opera
tional amplifiers (OA) in analytical instruments 
have been described. They involve chiefly the 
applications of OA to control and measureme

nts1)-7), wave form generations8-10^. From the 
point of view of analog computers, however, 
the differentiation action of the computer, useful 
in many types of derivative plotting and for 
the automation of titration,llbl2) has received 
little attention. A few examples are the deriv
ative polarograms2) and gas chromatograms105 
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in which the slopes of the curve to be differ
entiated are large and nearly free from noises 
of high frequency type.

The thermometric titration, widely recogni
sed for its utility in analytical and fundamen
tal applications,13) >has 订iherent difficulty in 
end point locating by the fact that the end 
point region may be "rounded" or the difference 

in slopes of the linear portions of the curve, 
on either side of the end point, may be rather 
small. Zenchelsky and Segatto15) discuss the 
titrations in derivative modes for the accentu
ation of the end point region, thus the gaining 
in the precision of selection of the end point may 
be resulted. In thermometri ctitrations, however, 
the low output voltage of the thermistor bridge,

Fig. 1. Block diagram of apparatus
The numbers in each of the functional blocks denote the number of operational amplifiers

the slow attainment of thermal equilibrium 
■within the titration vessel and the random fl
uctuation in temperature resulting a small sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio pose rather involved problems 
for the successive differentiations.

The present introduction of titration appara
tus based on OA for the measurement and 
acquisition, of derivatives offers a number of 
advantages over the conventional procedures, 
as a natural extention of the capability of rep
lacing much of the specific chemical-instrument 
circuitry by analog computing circuitry.16)

EXPERIMENTAL

Transducer and Measuring Circuit. Two 
matched thermistors Ra and Rb in Fig. 2A 
constitute ratio arms of the temperature sensi
ng bridge (Fig.l), the other two arms are the 
variable voltage sources, Ea and Eb. This con-

Fig. 2. Circuit fcr measurement and successive 
defferentlatlon
RlsRiathermlstor, Instrlx Tr-2K, 2K at 20C
R/J40K, 0.1%, typically
Rs〜R”100K, 0.1%; Ri3. 115K, 0.1%
R/2. 500K, 0.1%
G. 10 mfd., metallized paper; Ca- 4mfd.，
plastic; C8. 0.01 mfd・，paper
R” Ra. 500 ohms helipot, 10- turn
Vfl, V&. 1.3V., mercury battery

figuration makes the transducing of temperat
ure easy and sensitive than conventional brid
ge arrangement, looking from the measuring 
amplifier, OA # 1. Thus the governing relation 
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is

★ 次(风/RF/R)....................⑴

where 叭 denotes the output voltage as a 
whole and the drift and offset of the amplifier 
are neglected by use of the stabilized amplifier 
P (implyed by the small, overlapping triangle 

in Fig.2A) and sufficiently large gain is supposed. 
If initial temperature is compensated by Ri used 
with R2 and E2» the recorded output voltage, 
for the temperature change △T as the titration 
proceeds, may be denoted simply as

e^ = Rf Eaoc»^\T/Rq ...... (2)
after substitution the expression for negative 
temperature coefficient of the thermistor to the 
derivative of the equation (1) with respect to 
Rtt and a is the temperature coefficient at Ro, 
the initial or balanced resistance of the thermo
stor Ra.17^ Witha = -0.04, Ea = Ejt — 1.0V, Rf/Ro 
= 50, and △7‘=0.03 °C, the typical values 
encountered in thermometric titration, e2 yields 
about 60 mV, so that it can be subjected dire
ctly to di任erentiation without further amplifi
cation. This output was suituable for 100 mV. 
fullscale recorder through attenuator and 
damping circuit which has a time constant of 
two seconds.

The measuring thermistor Ra is the input 
resistance of the computer as in conductance 
meter18) and photometric circuits.10) The subt
racting action of the initial temperature com
pensating circuit provides the zero adjuster for 
normal titration and bucking voltage source for 
differential titration.19) An alternative compen
sation method in which the operation of the 
measuring amplifier as a differential amplifier 

by applying the positive Eb to non-inverting 
input has been avoided in practice, because of 
the unstability of the circuit.
Sucessive Differentiation. The output voltage 

of the measuring amplifier, the regular titration 
curve, is fed directly to the differentiating ne
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twork usi효g an amplifier, which is shown in 
Fig. 2B. As pointed out elsewhere,10),20) the 
shunt capacitor associated with feedback resis
tor, which has the corner frequency of the 
order of hundreds cycles, was necessary for 
obtaining a good derivative response. Because 
of the double differentiation with T-networks 
using an amplifier was unsuccessful, successive 
differentiation was desired for the second der
ivatives. With the particular amplifier used, it 
was inevitable to insert an amplifier with pre
ceded low-pass filter between the consecutive

Fig3. Recor derplot of 
the operational re- 
suits for the titra-

I \ I tion of 1.01 mM이-
■ \ I
t \ I esof lead nitrate
1 a with 0.5 molar
； I — EDTA
■ <—> .
( 妣mi ] A. Regular titrat-

T V ion curve, with the
二1 丿 I B attenuation factor

—^； [V-. of 0.15/1.015

Il A B,C, The first and
1 /a second derivative

curves with the
Ak 1 c time constant of
V : 2 seconds of the

1 damping

differentiating circuits for a discernible respo
nse, q from noise.

A modification in the arrangement, such 
that the consecutive differentiator is followed 
by the voltage amplifier, was used for the 
cases where only the location of the end point 
is the primary interest. This change has incr
eased the over-all signal-to-noise ratio at the 
sacrifice of signal fidelity.

RESULTS

With the thermometric cell constant of 0.0096 
Kcal. /°C, titrant delivery rate of 0.808ml 
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/min., the operational results of a typical titr
ation are depicted in Fig. 3. Through whole 
the titrations, the dummy 놘lermistor Rb was 
immersed into the Dewar flask containing the 
titrant and being stirred at the same rate w- 
ith the titration cell. This use of dummy cell, 
instead of common resistor as in the conventi
onal thermistor bridge, allows the damping 
circuit of smaller time constant is useful, thus 
introducing a smaller response lag to the resul
tant derivatives. (Fig. 3).

In the second derivative curves, the end 
point nearly coincides with the maximum pe-

TABLE 1. Results of Several Titrations 
by the maximum points procedure

Titrate Taken, Titrant, Relative No. of
mMoles M/L mean error, % Detns.

Pb++,0.101 EDTA,0.1 0.3 6
1.01 0.5 0.1 5

SOL, 0.513 Ba++,0.5 0.2 5

ak point, and is affected by the time constant 
of the filter employed, as is expected. Because 
of the blank peak which would lag or shift in 
same degree, however, this does not mean a 
uselessness of the method. This procedure re
quires a minimum of the point-choosing consi
derations, for the distance between the two 
peaks may be given precisely and accurately.

The resultant data obtained from several ti
trations by this procedure are shown in Tab
le 1.

In connection with the sensitivity, the deri
vative technique does not increase the lower 
limits in concentration of the titrate, with the 
particular computer system employed. This can 
be expected from that the transduced signal 
level and the required amplification are deter
mined principally by the concentration of the 
solution to be titrated. For the regular and 
differential mode, the measuring unit using an 

amplifier(Fig. 2A) is ideally suited for the tit
ration of very dilute solution(10~4M or less) wi
th a reasonable accuracy.
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